Rent a Boyfriend

by Gloria Chao

“Chloe Wang is nervous to introduce her parents to her boyfriend, because she hasn’t met him yet either. She hired him from Rent for Your ‘Rents, a company specializing in providing fake boyfriends trained to impress even the most traditional Asian parents. Drew Chan’s passion is art, but after his parents cut him off for dropping out of college to pursue his dreams, he became a Rent for Your ‘Rents employee to keep a roof over his head.”

A Taste for Love

by Jennifer Yen

Resisting her professional baker mother’s traditional beliefs about relationships, high school senior Liza resolves to prove herself during an annual junior baking competition only to discover that all of the other contestants are Asian-American men her mother picked for her to date.

Super Fake Love Song

by David Yoon

Misrepresenting himself to a crush who mistakes him for his cool older brother, a self-proclaimed nerd convinces his best friend to organize a fake rock band and gains unexpected popularity before his lies spiral out of control.
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**ALL THIS TIME**
BY MIKKI DAUGHERTY
After a traumatic accident, Kyle feels lost until he meets Marley, who seems like the girl of his dreams, but as they grow closer he fears he is headed for another crash.

**BEAUTIFUL WILD**
BY ANNA GODBERSEN
Planning to win a charming millionaire’s heart during a luxury cruise, Vida becomes shipwrecked by a hurricane alongside the young man she would seduce and his rugged best friend, who compels her to envision an entirely different future.

**BREATHELESS**
BY JENNIFER NIVEN
When her college ambitions are upended by her father’s sudden abandonment, an aspiring writer relocates with her mother to a mosquito-infested island off the coast of Georgia, where her efforts to rebuild are complicated by a local photographer’s complicated secret.

**Glimpsed**
BY G. F. MILLER
As eighteen-year-old high school Fairy Godmother Charity faces an existential crisis and blackmail from Noah, on whom she has a crush, she learns a great deal about her magic and herself.

**IT’S KIND OF A CHEESY LOVE STORY**
BY LAUREN MORRILL
Accepting a much-needed job from a local pizzeria where she was suddenly born 16 years earlier, Beck discovers an unanticipated sense of belonging among her less-popular co-workers before a disaster compels her to fight for the family restaurant that has become like a home.

**KATE IN WAITING**
BY BECKY ALBERTALLI
Book Annotation

**LOVE & OLIVES**
BY JENNA EVANS WELCH
When her long-estranged father invites sixteen-year-old Liv Varanakis to help him film a documentary about his theories on Atlantis, she looks forward to reconnecting but discovers he may have invited her to Greece for a very different reason.

**LOVE & OTHER CURSES**
BY MICHAEL THOMAS FORD
Sammy, sixteen, spends his summer in small-town New York falling in love with a trans boy, spending time with his drag queen friends, and dealing with family issues.

**LOVE, IRL**
BY TRACY GOLDFARB
Alex, a Latino transgender teen living in Hamilton, Ontario, struggles to reconcile his feelings with a real-life crush on a boy in his class from the relationship he has with a boy he knows online. Without overly graphic content, important issues youth face surrounding online messaging, social media and sexting are brought to light in a refreshing take on an LGBTQ+ relationship.

**LOVE IN ENGLISH**
BY MARIA E. ANDREU
Feeling blocked after moving from Argentina to New Jersey, a 16-year-old poet finds herself torn between a cute American boy in her math class and a Greek student who understands the struggles she is facing in an ESL class.

**LOVE IS A REVOLUTION**
BY RENÉE WATSON
Falling for an activist during an open-mic party, plus-sized Nala tells increasingly complicated lies about how much she shares her crush’s interests, before learning unanticipated lessons in radical love and self-love. 125,000 first printing.

**MIND THE GAP, DASH & LILY**
BY RACHEL COHN
After Dash gets accepted to Oxford University and Lily stays in New York to take care of her dog-walking business, the devoted couple are struggling to make a long distance relationship work.